
 
 

June 2021 
 Speech-Language Homework Calendar 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

THEMES: 
 

Week 1: Summer 
Week 2: Ocean  
Week 3: Father’s Day 
Week 4: Ice cream 
 

1. Sorting Shapes- Use a 
colored adhesive tape to make 
shapes on the floor. (e.g. 
circle, frame, star, rectangle, 
triangle, etc.). Classify toys 
between shapes on the floor. 
Practice vocabulary of toys 
and shapes. 

 
2. Summer Flowers- On a sheet 
of paper, paint flowers using a 
fork. Dip the fork onto the paint 
and “stamp” the fork onto the 
paper. Use various paint colors. 
Count the flowers and practice 
the colors. 
*CHALLENGE 

 
3. What do you want to do 
this summer? – On paper, 
help your child draw 3 places 
where he wants to visit this 
summer. Some ideas are: the 
beach, the zoo, the park, etc. 
Talk about the drawings and 
what you see in those places.   

4. Water Bucket Race- Fill 2 
buckets of water and place 
them next to each other. On 
the other end, put 2 buckets 
without water. Using sponges, 
transfer the water to the 
empty bucket. Practice words 
like: dip, squeeze, run, etc. 

5. Bingo- Print the "Nature 
Hunt Bingo" sheet from our 
website and go outside to look 
for the objects and play 
together. Practice vocabulary 

 

6. Use Boom Cards to 
practice: COUNTING 
SUMMER 

PIN: Look on social media or 
send a message to your 
therapist. 

7. Paper Jellyfish- Use a 
paper lunch bag and paint one 
side of the bag. Draw a face 
on the closed end. Cut strips 
into the open part for the 
tentacles. Talk about the 
process. 

8. YouTube-Watch “Baby 
Shark” video on YouTube. 
Look for family photos to 
include in the song. Practice 
identifying the family and 
their names. 

9. ABC Pool- Use chalk to write 
the alphabet on the floor 
outside. In a children's pool with 
2 inches of water or a container 
with water, put letters. Get the 
letters and match the ones on the 
floor.   

10.  Use Boom Cards to 
practice: OCEAN ANIMAL 
MATCHING 

PIN: Look on social media or 
send a message to your 
therapist. 

11. Read- Read and ocean 
related book and look at the 
pictures. Talk about what you 
see. 

12. A day at the beach- plan a 
day on the beach, collect shells, 
make a sandcastle, etc. Enjoy 
your adventurous day! 

13. Coloring with Numbers- 
Print the drawing of the shark 
found on our website, or you 
can add numbers on a 
coloring page. Practice 
numbers and colors. 

14. Use chalk to create a 
colorful drawing outside on 
the floor. Talk about what 
your child drew. 

15. Paper Plate Fans- Cut a 
paper plate in half. Paint and 
decorate it. When dry, glue a 
popsicle stick on each corner 
and connect it in the middle. 
Practice colors and talk about 
the heat and how the fan can 
help create fresh air. 

16. Search for a Special Rock- 
During sometime outside, look 
for a large special rock. Wash it 
and when its dry paint and 
decorate it. Write: "My (dad, 
grandpa, uncle, brother, friend) 
Rocks!" Dedicate it to that 
special person in your life. Talk 
about the process and colors. 
*CHALLENGE 

17. Activity Dice- Wrap a 
square cardboard box with 
white paper. On each side of 
the square, write an action. 
For example: jump like a frog, 
swim like fish, stomp like a 
dinosaur. Remember, take 
turns rolling the dice and 
doing the activity. 

18. YouTube- Watch a video 
on YouTubeKids that 

celebrates Father's Day. An 
example is CocoMelon's "My 

Daddy is the best". 

19. Medal of Honor - Paint the 
back of a paper plate yellow. In 
the center of the plate, write a 
message for someone special. 
Decorate the sides with buttons, 
stars, etc. Stick a ribbon on the 
bottom to finish the medal. 
Practice vocabulary and colors. 

20. Use Boom Cards to 
practice: ERRORLESS 
ACTIVITY MATS-
OCEAN ANIMALS 

PIN: Look on social media or 
send a message to your 
therapist. 

21. Lego Blocks- Use Legos 
to practice numbers. You can 
number a paper or a long 
block with 1-5. Have your 
child put the corresponding 
number of blocks. 

 

22. Playdough Time-Using 
playdough, make a banana 
split. Get creative and use 
your imagination. What colors 
do you need for the banana, 
ice cream flavors, syrup, 
sprinkles, etc. Remember to 
take a picture and send it to 
your therapist. 

23. Use Boom Cards to practice: 
AAC ICE CREAM SHOP 

PIN: Look on social media or 
send a message to your 
therapist. 

24. Ice cream art using 
sponges- Cut a sponge into a 
triangle. On a piece of paper 
make stamps using paint and 
the sponge. Use cotton balls to 
paint the ice cream over the 
cone. Practice up, down, 
small, big, colors, and shapes. 

. 

25. On a tray, cover the 
bottom with sprinkles. Show 
your child the letters in his 
name and with their finger 
have them copy the letters on 
the tray. Practice the sounds 
and names of the letters. 

26. YouTube- Search for the 
song on YouTubeKids "The Ice 
Cream Song" bySuper Simple 
Songs. Sing and talk about your 
favorite flavors. Draw a picture 
of your favorite ice cream. 

27. Make Ice Cream- Search 
Pinterest or YouTube for a 
recipe.  Make it together and 
talk about the ingredients and 
the steps you are taking.     

*CHALLENGE 

 
28. Use Boom Cards to 
practice: SUMMER 
VOCABULARY MEMORY 
GAME 
 
PIN: Look on social media or 
send a message to your 
therapist. 

29. Colored Hearts- On a paper 
towel, draw several hearts using 
kid markers and color them in. Go 
over them completely by tracing it 
with a black sharpie. Give your 
child a spray water bottle and have 
them spray the hearts. Practice the 
colors that appear through the 
black. 

 

30. Painting with Cotton balls 
and Water-  Use colored paper 
to highlight the water. With a 
wet cotton ball, paint the paper. 
Practice the words: large, small, 
circle, dot dot dot, more etc. 
 

 

  
 

Remember to visit our 
website and social media sites 

for examples of activities. 

www.branchingtreetherapy.com 
Social Media: branching.tree 

 
 

  
Color Coding System: 
Red= Holidays/Closed 

Blue= No prep activities 
Orange=Prep work is necessary 

Purple=Arts and Crafts 
Green=Boom Cards 

 
www.boomlearning.com 

or 
download the app: 

Boom Cards 
 

Select “FASTPLAY” 
Enter the PIN 

 

Place a sticker, mark, or circle around the activities completed. 

Parent(s):  Please post this calendar where your child can easily see it. Complete one activity a day while encouraging your 
child to use the skills targeted during therapy sessions. Send your therapist three videos of your child doing these activities 
with you monthly, due on the 27th of June. One raffle ticket will be given to each family per video. Maximum of 3 raffle 
tickets per month. See website or social media for more details. 
 
 


